
Changing a Strategy (Provocatively) 

1. Be the guide not the guru – choose this state. Establish rapport with the person you are 
guiding. Determine the strategy you’ll be eliciting. 

2. Have the person associate into the specific time & place. 

a. “(Client’s Name) can you remember the last time you did (the strategy)?  
Can you remember it specifically? I want you to keep thinking of that 
time while we take a look at that strategy.” 

3. Ask them to teach you their strategy. First, establish the trigger. 

a. “If I wanted to be you for a day. How would I know it was time to 
(strategy)?” 

b. Continue to ask questions about the trigger, even if the answer was clear. Ask silly 
questions about how you could have another trigger and if that would still work.  
Always bring it back to them: would the trigger work for them if you changed it to 
something else?” 

4. Next, establish the operation. 

a. “OK, so I got the idea that to start (strategy), I must (trigger). If I were 
you, what would I do next?” Remember to keep putting them back into that 
specific place, the last time they did the strategy, and gather minute details. Again, 
guess and test different elements of the strategy with silly questions. Change the 
order of the sequence on purpose and ask if it’s correct.   

5. Next, establish the exit. 

a. “How do you check if you’ve done it or not? How do I know I’m done 
with (strategy)?” Again, guess and test all sorts of ridiculous alternatives to the 
real exit.   

6. Repeat the whole process from the beginning and get it wrong. Do this several times and 
see if the person corrects you. Watch for learned helplessness where he/she doesn’t want 
to assist anymore because the game is no longer fun for them. Annoyance is also good.  
The point of the exercise is to re-map the neural connections to the strategy. If you can get 
them to laugh, that helps. If they get annoyed, that helps too. Just be cautious of losing 
rapport. 
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7. Check the difference and future pace. 

a. “So what about this strategy now? It feels different, right? Imagine 
in the future when you try to repeat this strategy and you can’t 
because (you laugh at…/you get annoyed because…). Imagine what 
strategy you would be using instead.” 

Strategy Notations 

Ve Visual External Ae Auditory External
Vi Visual Internal Ai Auditory Internal
Vr Visual Remembered Ar Auditory Remembered
Vc Visual Constructed Ac Auditory Constructed

Ke Kinesthetic External Ad/Id Internal Dialogue
Ki Kinesthetic Internal
Kr Kinesthetic Remembered
Kc Kinesthetic Constructed
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